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DIRECT INSTRUCTION 

Direct Instruction (DI) was developed to support disadvan-

taged of children ages between 4-11 years old. Direct In-

struction was designed to incorporate Applied Behaviour 

Analysis (ABA) principles with rule learning. DI uses high 

paced instruction and children’s learning is assessed regular-

ly and they group according by ability. It was developed by  

Siegfried Engelmann in the 1960s. The curricula uses scripts, 

that are empirically supported, to teach small groups con-

cepts. “DI offers one of the most empirically validated and 

effective curricula that we have for all children— gifted, 

average, at-risk, developmentally-delayed, disadvan-

taged” (Adams and Engelmann). With Wesley Becker, Engel-

mann developed the Project Follow Through programme. 

Project Follow Through was a large scale research project 

into which educational approach was most successful for 

children who were “at risk”. The researchers investigated 

nine models of education. According the results Direct In-

struction was the most successful at increasing self-esteem, 

basic academic skills and problem solving skills. Becker con-

ducted a follow up, with another colleague, and concluded 

that “graduates of a 3-year Direct Instruction Follow 

Through program perform better than comparable children 

in their communities who did not attend the program”. 

Becker was confident in this result as the DI programme was 

conducted in various sites. Despite these promising results 

many traditional teaching methods are still adopted (which 

have no empirical foundation) and Direct Instruction not 

common practise. 

In a DI class children are matched into small groups. These 

groups allow children to feel confident as all the children are 

working towards the same goals and are learning together 

as a “learning community”. The teacher conducts assess-

ments every 10 lessons to ensure the groups are homogene-

ous. The children respond to the teachers questions in 

unison which is called choral responding. This allows the 

teacher to assess for any errors. The curricula that follow DI 

format are scripted. The scripts are empirically validated so 

it is imperative that teachers follow them closely. The les-

sons are broken down into steps, first the teacher explains 

and then models the concept, the teacher will then lead 

them through the task and then there will be a transfer trial. 

After this the teacher will correct any errors, and then finally 

conclude the group lesson and then assign independent 

work.  

DISTAR is a commercial publishing company. DISTAR stands 

for  Direct Instruction Systems for Teaching Arithmetic and 

Reading. They have produced many programmes and some 

have been renamed and reproduced. Their current titles are 

Language for Learning, Language for Reading (previously 

there was Reading Mastery) and  DISTAR Arithmetic I and II. 

Each curriculum is broken down into lessons and each les-

son progresses in a manner to support the development of 

concepts. Each lesson follows the same sequence, brief 

placement test and recapping on previous topics, introduc-

tion and teaching of a new topic, a brief assessment at the 

end and then independent work. Many of these DI curricula 

have empirical support, being used with children from a 

wide variety of needs.  DI curricula can also cover many oth-

er topics including science and social studies. This review 

will focus on evidence supporting DI in regards to reading. 

The importance of reading is unquestionable. Unfortunate-

ly, according to the Reading Agency, statistics suggest that 

“1 in 4 children cannot read well by the time they leave pri-

mary school (Save the Children, September 2014”. Children 

that display poor ability to decode words and recognise 

phonemes at a young age are highly likely to be poor read-

ers later in life. “Reading Mastery includes techniques to 

develop accurate and fluent oral reading through the use of 

repeated readings and partner readings”. The repeated 

practise, with  the teacher modelling responses and cor-

recting errors immediately allows children to become fluent 

and accurate. This is fundamental for successful reading. 

Schieffer et al (2002) conducted an analysis of many re-

search studies that reviewed the Reading Mastery pro-

gramme. The results support that Direct Instruction curricu-

la is an effective tool for teaching children. There were some 

considerations for future research being conducted with a 

wider variety of populations, including children with special 

needs, children with emotional or behavioural disorders, or 

children whose first language is not English. These children 

are under represented in the literature and could definitely 

benefit from teaching through DI. 

Autism Spectrum Disorder can affect three core areas of 
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TERMINOLOGY 

In 1968 Baer, Wolf and Risley wrote an important paper that 

has shaped Behaviour Analysis. This paper, “Some dimen-

sions of Applied Behaviour Analysis”, makes references to 

some important aspects that are integral to any good ap-

plied intervention. Each researcher and practitioner should 

be mindful of each dimension and strive to achieve each 

component within all interventions. 

Applied: This dimension emphasises the importance of 

choosing areas that are socially significant and enhance peo-

ples lives.  This can be important to an individual, for exam-

ple teaching daily living skills, or to a group, for example, 

decreasing littering behaviours.  

Behavioural: This dimension focuses on choosing observable 

behaviours when implementing interventions.  Behaviours 

must be observable and measurable. It is also important to 

consider whose behaviour is being changed. Ensuring the 

results have occurred due to accurate data and well planned 

intervention. 

Analytical: This dimension discussing Behaviour Analyst be-

ing able to demonstrate control over the behaviour. This 

means that when an intervention is in place it changes the 

behaviour and when the intervention is absent the behav-

iour occurs at levels that may be considered ‘normal’.  

Technological: This dimensions mean that researchers de-

scribe the interventions clearly and concisely so that it can 

be replicated. With regards to programmes being run in 

homes and schools  being Technological is equally  as im-

portant to ensure each professional is consistent and re-

spond to the same behaviours with the exact intervention. 

Conceptually Systematic: This dimension focuses on the 

importance of using principles that are based on Behaviour 

Analysis. This includes  describing how interventions are 

effective in line with behavioural principles.  

Effective: This dimension discusses the important of ensur-

ing an intervention is effective in the sense that it is achieva-

ble and cost-effective. It must be practical to implement the 

intervention in applied settings . Most importantly the inter-

vention should achieve a behavioural change that is socially 

significant. This behaviour change must be functional. If the 

behaviour change does not directly improve the persons life 

and allow the subject to assess better quality of life then the 

intervention is not effective.  

Generality: This dimension stresses that behaviour change 

must last across time and settings and occur with many 

different people/stimuli. This achieved when the interven-

tion is faded and removed and the behaviour change contin-

ues. This is when generality is achieved. 

To see the article by Baer, Wolf, and Risley (1968) click here. 
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development which are social, language and imagination. 

Ganz & Flores (2009) investigated the effectiveness of Lan-

guage for Learning in teaching children with Autism in iden-

tifying the materials objects were made. This was a small 

study, however the results indicated that the curriculum 

was effective. This topic (materials) was covered in one 

strand of the curriculum, so further research investigated 

the success of implementation of the full curriculum would 

be welcomed. Expressive language can be difficult for chil-

dren and adults with Autism, so the results of this study is 

promising for teaching language to small groups of children 

who have a diagnosis of Autism.  

The research so far is extremely promising, however it is 

surprising that schools around the world continue to adopt 

the traditional teaching methods over a curriculum with 

strong empirical grounding. This could be due to the scripts 

which are not well received by teachers. The idea of follow-

ing a scripted curriculum may be very unnatural to teachers.  

Further research should consider investigating large scale 

success and success across populations to further support 

the  literature. DI was developed as a means to support chil-

dren to “catch up” with peers. The intense teaching style 

was adopted because “even if students with academic defi-

cits are taught with effective programs that result in their 

gaining at the same rate as more affluent peers, they will 

always remain behind. Only be teaching at a faster than 

average rate can the gap be closed” (Binder & Watkins, 

1990). This may not necessarily be the case though, as Beck-

er and Gersten noted that children “lose ground” after they 

left Project Follow Through. Follow up data on research 

would be imperative to show the long term success of DI.  
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Remember to contact us at our email account  

busyanalyticalbee@gmail.com and like our Facebook 

page and Twitter page @AnalyticalBee 

Next month we will be looking at the research of ABA 

outcomes and an exciting interview, so be sure to 

subscribe so you receive the next exciting  edition.  

To subscribe email ‘SUBSCRIBE’ to our email account. 
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NET IDEAS  

A great NET idea is train sets. Building a train set can be a 

great visual performance (VP-MTS*) activity, which you 

could also provide a visual aid for your client to copy (play 

12a). This task incorporates opportunities for requests for 

more train track (Mand 6a), or if given the set with a piece 

missing to request a missing item (mand 6c). This also sup-

ports hand eye co-ordination and motor skills by connecting 

piecing together (VP-MTS 6a, 8e). There is also the symbolic 

play element of moving trains on the tracks (play 11M). This 

could involve motor imitation by modelling certain move-

ments with the train and stating “copy this” (MI** 6d) or 

pushing the train without a model (VP-MTS 4b). You could 

also use other objects, for instance a small cardboard box, to 

pretend to be a train to begin developing symbolic play (play 

8M). If you have some characters you could further the im-

aginative play by incorporating role play. This activity allows 

for opportunities for labelling objects or parts of the train 

(tact 6M). Also you could introduce conversation skills, for 

instance the train goes… “choo choo”, what does a train go 

on? “track” or tell me some other vehicles? (IV† 6a, 9e, 9M). 

References to Sundberg, M. L. (2008) Verbal behavior milestones 

assessment and placement program: The VB-MAPP. Concord, CA: 

AVB Press 

*VP-MTS: Visual Performance Match-to-Sample. **MI Motor Imitation †IV 

Intraverbals (conversation skills) 

STUDY TIPS 

A great textbook to help you revise is “Behavior Analysis for 

lasting change” by Mayer, Sulzer-Azaroff, Wallace. This is a 

great textbook that explains terminology in a way that is easy 

to understand. Go to Amazon to buy your copy now 

EVENTS 

Ambitious about Autism have announced many new dates 

for 2015. Be sure to go to their webpage to find out more 

and see all available dates. 

Jigsaw School are offering numerous workshops and open 

mornings for professionals and parents.  There are a variety 

of dates available so please go to their website to find out 

more. 

Peach are offering many courses across 2015.  Courses are 

typically £65 per day (two day workshop costs £130). For 

more information regarding these (held at a Manchester or 

Ascot location), then please go to their page.  

The 4th CBA/QUART Conference will be happening on the 

6th of November in Belfast. There is a great line-up of speak-

ers confirmed, however there is more information to be re-

leased so it is definitely worth checking-out. Go to the Face-

book page for more information and to keep up-to-date  

The Applied Behavior Analysis Centre are offering many 

webinars to  parents and professionals. Each month you can 

view a different variety of webinars. They cost around $135 

(£87) each. To find out more, click here. 

Mary Lynch Barbera is offering a great online course cover-

ing 5 units. There is currently a waiting list for the next phase 

which should occur in Autumn 2015. To find out more and 

sign up for the next phase click here. 

PRODUCTS 

This month we have put together a wish list around building 

products. Building is a great play activity that supports  de-

velopment of hand eye co-ordination, and motor control 

which aid visual performance development.  This also sup-

ports symbolic play as children can create a variety of ob-

jects with the blocks. Click here to view the wish list. 

PEOPLE WHO INSPIRE US 

Mary Lynch Barbera is a fantastic Behaviour Analyst who has 

worked with many children and offers training to profession-

als and parents around the world. As a young mother, in 

1999, she discovered that her son had Autism. Following this 

she became dedicated to better understanding Autism and 

research surrounding the disorder. A year later she founded 

the Autism Society of Berks County.  In 2003 she received her 

board Certification, becoming a BCBA (Board Certified Behav-

iour Analyst. She spent 7 years (2003-2010) working as a lead 

Behaviour Analyst for the Pennsylvania Verbal Behaviour 

Project. Mary has also worked with populations outside of 

Autism. Whilst working at the Hospital of the University of 

Pennsylvania , she worked with patients who were neurologi-

cal impaired as a Registered Nurse.  Mary also has achieved a 

PhD in Corporate Leadership from Alvernia University, in 

2011. Mary Lynch Barbera continues to offer training interna-

tionally regarding ABA and Autism Spectrum Disorder, and 

also has written many books including her book ‘The Verbal 

Behaviour Approach’. There is also a great online course be-

ing offered, which featured in the events. Click here to find 

out more about the course. Mary Barbera’s dedication to 

ABA is inspirational. Go to her website to learn more. 
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